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Modern business gurus all cry for the need to innovate, to disrupt, and to act like a startup. It’s

hard to argue with that kind of thinking. It’s sexy and exciting. But it’s wrong.Too many

businesses become enamored by shiny new objects and end up overlooking the value locked

away in their existing products. Maybe your business is one of them.Iconic Advantage® is a

different approach that allows companies to leverage what they already have to create lasting

differentiation and deeper relationships with their customers. It generates disproportionate

levels of profit and protects you against market fluctuations. Many of the world’s most

successful brands have been using it for years.Now, you can benefit from reaching iconic

status, whether you’re a Fortune 500, local pizza parlor, or an aspiring Unicorn startup.“Soon

has an uncanny ability to take mysteries and turn them into heuristics. He’s done it on

innovation and design, and now with Iconic Advantage.”—Roger Martin, author of Playing to

Win and Former Dean of the Rotman School of Business“This book explains why some brands

are built to last and others seem doomed to perish. It’s a framework that every marketer can

put into play right away.”—Adam Grant, New York Times bestselling author of Give and Take,

Originals, and Option B with Sheryl Sandberg



Advance Praise for Iconic Advantage®“This book explains why some brands are built to last

and others seem doomed to perish. It’s a framework that every marketer can put into play right

away.”—Adam Grant, New York Times bestselling author ofGive and Take, Originals, and

Option B with Sheryl Sandberg“Soon has an uncanny ability to take mysteries and turn them

into heuristics. He’s done it on innovation and design, and now with Iconic Advantage.”—Roger

Martin, bestselling author of Playing to Winand Former Dean of the Rotman School of

Business“Great brands are truly iconic…but creating one is as much science as it is art. This

book teaches you the key ingredients so you can create your own Iconic Advantage.”—Claudia

Kotchka, Former VP of Design Innovation & Strategy,Procter & Gamble“Having built a $2 billion

pipeline of innovation for brands like Van’s, Timberland, The North Face, and Wrangler, Soon

understands how to create iconic products…if you aspire for your brand or products to be

iconic, read this book”—Chip Heath, NYT bestselling author of Switch and Made to

Stick,Professor, Stanford Graduate School of Business“Icons are critical strategic assets for

brands and companies. This book offers deep insights on how to establish timeless distinction

and relevance, and builds a compelling case for all companies, from Fortune 500 to venture-

backed startups, to focus their resources on building greater iconicity.”—Iris Yen, Global VP of

Strategy, Nike“Iconic Advantage is even more important for startups than it is for established

brands and large companies.”—Wen Hsieh, General Partner, Kleiner Perkins Caufield Beyers
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CHAPTER 1The Importanceof Being IconicIn 1989, Dov Charney had an idea in his university

dorm room. It wasn’t a big idea. It was simply exporting American-made T-shirts to Canada. He

called his company American Apparel. Very soon he found himself making enough money to

drop out of university and pursue the business.Within 10 years he’d moved to LA, opened up a

manufacturing plant, and shaken up the garment industry by paying his workers twice the

going rate. In a few years, American Apparel grew to become the largest T-shirt manufacturer

in the US.1Seeing the popularity of his products, he expanded the company from wholesale to

retail, eventually opening over 250 outlets around the world.2He grabbed the world’s attention



with a controversial advertising strategy. American Apparel’s ads looked more like spreads

from Playboy magazine than traditional fashion adverts. It was often surprising how few

products the models were wearing. Sales continued to rise.However, the company’s racy ads

began to generate more attention than the products they were advertising. If you mentioned

the brand in conversation, people would talk about the sexually explicit imagery rather than the

quality of the clothing and its ethical manufacturing.In an interview with American Public Media

radio, Dov Charney even admitted, “My biggest weakness is me. I mean, lock me up already.

It’s obvious. Put me in a cage, I’ll be fine. I’m my own worst enemy. But what can you do? I was

born strange.”3His “strangeness” began to be a significant liability for the business. It generated

poisonous rumors and sexual misconduct lawsuits. The brand no longer represented what the

market wanted. It had completely lost its relevance.Imagery that was initially seen as sexually

adventurous was now seen as sleazy. The higher price of the garments didn’t stack up against

the cheaper high-street retailers. And their staunchly hipster aesthetic wasn’t attracting new

customers.In 2014 there was a mutiny. The board of directors ousted Dov Charney from his

own company. They hoped that returning to the basics would help the company rebuild itself.

But it was too little, too late. In October 2015, the company filed for bankruptcy.4At one point in

time, the brand appeared to have everything going for it. But it didn’t last. And the business hit

the dirt in a rather dramatic way.So what went wrong?Like many rapidly growing brands,

American Apparel relied on market momentum and noisy advertising. An old adage is that

advertising is the tax you pay for having an unremarkable product. And no amount of

advertising can help you when you’re not sufficiently differentiated from a new wave of cut-

price fashion retailers.As far as we can see, American Apparel failed to refresh its product line

to remain relevant to its loyal customers. As the fashion website Racked put it: “American

Apparel are trying to sell an aesthetic that is no longer fresh and exciting.”5In short, the

company neglected to enhance its Noticing Power to remain distinctive and bolster its Staying

Power to remain relevant. Without doing that, it was unable to create any long-term Iconic

Advantage®.American Apparel ended up being a fad rather than an iconic brand. Too many

businesses fall into that trap. It will be interesting to see if the brand’s new owners can get the

company’s mojo back.If you had to list the icons of swinging ’60s London, you’d probably

include the Mini Cooper somewhere near the top. It was a car that really seemed to capture the

spirit of the time. It didn’t look like anything else on the road. It was quirky, cool, and refreshing.

And it’s no surprise that it became such a success.However, as the swinging ’60s made way for

the sexy ’70s, the electronic ’80s, and the naughty ’90s, the Mini ran out of road.The brand

failed to capitalize on the amazing iconic power of the product that was right under its nose.

Over the years, it hadn’t really invested in Staying Power to keep the brand relevant and

meaningful. By the end of the century, the last car it ever made, the 5,387,862nd, was almost

identical to the very first one it made.6The classic MiniFortunately, this wasn’t the end of the

story. BMW was standing by to turn this 20th-century icon into a 21st-century one.BMW bought

the iconic brand, having seen the opportunity to revive it for the modern market. Working with

its design consultancy team, Designworks, BMW set to work identifying and defining

everything that had made it so iconic. And it did so with a quirkiness that perfectly matched the

brand.It created a “human body archetype” that merged the cuteness of a child, the muscular

shoulders of a man, and the soft forms of a woman. This added an emotional, human element

to the 3D design of the car.7It identified a handful of iconic elements—the oval headlights, the

hexagonal radiator grille, and the elliptical door handles—and it highlighted them further by

adding chrome surrounds.8 This helped to draw attention to the distinctive elements that had

given the original Mini its Noticing Power.The BMW-designed MiniWith this iconic groundwork



done, BMW set about designing an updated version of the car that retained the classic

character but was updated to fit the higher expectations of the modern driver. This more

relevant design laid the foundation for the car’s Staying Power.For the second time in its history,

the Mini became a hit.BMW went on to add the final piece of the puzzle by building the Mini’s

Scaling Power to boost its recognition. It did this by expanding the line of products from a

single model to a five-door wagon, a convertible, and several other variants. It took the Iconic

Brand Language™ it had developed and used it to inspire a broad range of Mini merchandise,

from watches to luggage to sportswear.9 And finally, it used advertising and promotional

channels to give the Mini maximum visibility for its audience.This is an absolute master class in

iconic design.This book reveals how the world’s biggest brands are using the above approach.

And it shows you how you can apply that thinking to give your own organization Iconic

Advantage.A lot of established companies are now operating in unfamiliar territory. The world

of business has always evolved and developed, but today’s accelerating pace of change has

already surpassed the top speed of most companies. And it’s sending them into a spin as they

do their best to catch up. In many industries, the market is changing faster than organizations

can. More energy is being spent on plugging leaks than plotting a course.Entire markets are

being pushed towards commoditization as consumers are demanding things cheaper and

faster. The phenomenon of “fast fashion” has transformed the high street into a place that

delivers quantity rather than quality. It’s all about low margins and speed to market. And that

offers little buffer against market fluctuations.Another side effect of commoditization is reduced

loyalty. When people make decisions based on the number of items they can get for the cash in

their pocket, they’re more inclined to walk across the road and give their money to a competitor.

Retailers are currently trying to fix that by investing in social media in the hope that building

relationships with consumers leads to loyalty and increased sales. The jury is out on whether

that’s effective.And traditional marketing isn’t the brand-building solution it once was. Recent

years have seen most forms of advertising become less and less effective. At the same time,

media channels have exploded. The only way consumers can deal with the increasing deluge

of marketing messages is to filter them out. And that’s making it harder than ever for brands to

communicate with their audience.Companies find themselves reacting to circumstances rather

than creating them. They lose control, they lose vision, and—ultimately—they lose profits.Many

corporations are still struggling on with their 5-year, 10-year, or 20-year plans, regardless of the

fact that their circumstances have changed since they wrote them. In the last ten years, we’ve

seen the rise of social media, the growth of cloud services, and an explosion of video content.

No one can predict what effect virtual reality, cognitive computing, and self-driving vehicles will

have in the coming years. And what unexpected technology is waiting just around the

corner.So companies find themselves reacting to circumstances rather than creating them.

They lose control, they lose vision, and—ultimately—they lose profits.However, there are

always exceptions to the rule. We researched dozens of companies that seem to transcend the

issues that their counterparts found insurmountable. These exceptions are less affected by the

fickleness of the market and the rapid advancement of technology. They continue to build

loyalty and expand into new markets. And they seem to grow from strength to strength, year

after year.What’s their secret? And how do other companies emulate this secret?That’s what

this book is all about. It’s about a strategy that these companies use to create lasting

differentiation and build deeper relationships with customers. It’s about unlocking the value

that’s hidden away in existing products and services. We call it Iconic Advantage. And we want

to show you how you can use it to transform any business.What Is Iconic Advantage®?Iconic

Advantage is a strategy that focuses on building timeless distinction and relevance so



businesses can rise above their competition and build stronger emotional connections with

their audience. It’s a strategy that applies across every area of an organization. And it’s a

strategy that helps them stay focused on what matters year after year.This strategy increases

the three key qualities that make products and services iconic:Distinction: Iconic products are

known for something distinctive and memorable. This allows them to stand out.Relevance:

Iconic products are not just different for difference’s sake. Their distinction is highly relevant

and meaningful to their audiences. This allows them to stick around.Recognition: Iconic

products gain universal recognition for their distinctive relevance. They become the standard-

bearer in their category, segment, or niche for this distinctive relevance.The iconic part is

important. Like religious icons and cultural icons, we’re talking about properties that have

meaning, relevance, and an emotional connection with an audience. These are properties that

have become the standard-bearer for their category, niche, segment, or movement. We can

learn as much from Andy Warhol and NSYNC as we can from Apple on this subject. It’s this

stronger human connection that helps to create a real, sustainable business advantage in the

market. It generates true loyalty and can result in sales volumes that drive costs down and

multiply profit margins.This isn’t anything particularly new. Many of the world’s most successful

companies have been benefiting from this strategy for years. And throughout the book, we’ll be

showing you examples of how they’ve done that.Like religious icons and cultural icons, we’re

talking about properties that have meaning, relevance, and an emotional connection with an

audience.We’ll be sharing lessons from household names like Nike, Disney, Ebook Tops, and

In-N-Out Burger. You’ll see how these companies defined what it was that differentiated them

from their competition. And you’ll see how they created a process to protect this essence and

use it to expand their business over time.These companies didn’t stumble across their Iconic

Advantage by accident. It was a conscious strategic decision. We’ll show you how any business

can take advantage of it, whether you are a Fortune 500 or a venture capital-backed startup.

And regardless of whether you’re selling products or services.Best of all, a lot of businesses

already have the ingredients they need right under their noses. They’ve got products with

existing audiences, a distribution network, and retail outlets. Or they’ve got services with an

existing user base and presence in the market. Iconic Advantage helps them unlock additional

value that leads to increased profit and sustained growth.You can also use the principles to

guide you in creating new iconic properties that have a much higher chance of success.It’s

important to note that Iconic Advantage isn’t an instant fix. It’s a cumulative effect that gains

power over time—much in the same way as Jimi Hendrix wasn’t a guitar legend when he first

picked up a guitar. It took time and effort to get there. This book is all about putting you on the

right path and giving you the best chance of success.What Iconic Advantage Isn’tIconic

Advantage isn’t just branding or design. These play an important role in bringing Iconic

Advantage to life, but this is a strategy that runs deeper than aesthetics.Likewise, it’s not an

advertising or marketing strategy. Of course, marketing plays a role in communicating with the

audience, but in many ways, Iconic Advantage is about baking the desirability into the product

or service rather than expecting a bunch of posters and TV ads to convince your audience to

part with their cash.Iconic Advantage isn’t research and development (R&D). Again, it

embraces elements of R&D, but it’s more about focusing your efforts on creating benefits that

resonate with the audience. It puts the audience before the product and emotional benefits

before rational features.Rather than being a strategy that’s embraced by just one part of an

organization, an Iconic Advantage strategy involves every area of the company. It needs to

influence marketing, branding, design, finance, mergers and acquisitions, R&D, merchandising,

sales, innovation, and organizational structure. Each of these disciplines needs to consider



how it will implement the strategy. It’s not something that happens by chance. It’s a conscious

decision that involves the entire organization, from the management team to the interns.A

Simple Approach to StrategyDon’t let the word “strategy” put you off. Strategy has become

overcomplicated in recent years. It’s seen as the preserve of geniuses with a superhuman

ability to spot opportunities no other mortal can see. But it’s a lot simpler than most people

believe.Strategy is nothing more than principles that guide a series of decisions. Roger L.

Martin and A. G. Lafley describe a clear framework for effective strategy in their book Playing to

Win. It follows a series of choices that can lead you from high-level aspirations to

implementation within your business.10 Here’s how Iconic Advantage fits into that

framework.Iconic Advantage StrategyGoals and AspirationsIconic franchises tend to be

significantly more profitable than standard ones. They’re also far more resilient in the face of

market fluctuations. But you can’t create an iconic property overnight. Iconic Advantage is a

compound effect that you earn after a period of deliberate and sustained commitment. The

effect is stronger over time. So the only way to start is to choose to become iconic. An Iconic

Advantage strategy is for companies that want to establish market leadership by becoming the

standard-bearer in their market.Where to PlayThis is all about focusing your efforts in the right

places. It means instead of just chasing shiny new objects, you focus on innovating the old—

where your existing strengths lie. Iconic Advantage involves overindexing your efforts on your

iconic properties. On the flip side, it also means that you reduce your focus on properties with

low iconic potential, or even divest them so that you can concentrate your efforts on the

properties with the best chance of success. You need to put your energy and resources in the

right place.This sentiment, which is covered in Chapter 2, can be summed up by the advice

that Steve Jobs gave to Mark Parker, the CEO of Nike:“Nike makes some of the best products

in the world. Products that you lust after. But you also make a lot of crap. Just get rid of the

crappy stuff and focus on the good stuff.”11How to WinTo create something iconic, you need to

stand out from the competition. And this is the soul of your Iconic Advantage. Our goal is to

supercharge the three qualities that make a product iconic: distinction, relevance, and universal

recognition. We’re going to be picking each of these apart and explaining how to tackle them in

more detail. This will help you create a property that’s different from your competitors’, that

connects on a deeper level with your audience, and that opens up growth opportunities for your

business.The three steps are as follows:Create Noticing PowerIt’s impossible to stand out by

being the same. Yet, most markets end up filled with generic products with a similar list of

features. You need to make your offering distinctive. You need to stand out. The best iconic

products look markedly different from the other products on the shelf. Their difference is

appealing and meaningful, rather than just being different for the sake of it. Once you’ve stood

out and gotten people’s attention, you’ve increased the chances that your audience will also

notice your advertising, promotions, merchandising, partnerships, and other activities. You’ll

learn how to do this in Chapter 3.Develop Staying PowerYou can’t build an iconic brand without

developing a deeper connection with your audience. You need to make it relevant so it sticks

around. The best kind of iconic brand has a story to it. This can be the heritage of the brand. Or

standing for something radically different from the rest of the market. Or the breakthrough

science that delivers a meaningful benefit. This is what gives the brand a deeper connection

with the audience that you could never achieve with mere aesthetics. This is covered in

Chapter 4.Build Scaling PowerOnce you’ve got the first two principles in place, you need to

give your iconic property as much presence as possible to become universally recognized. To

do this, you start with a strongly defined Iconic Brand Language. This becomes the bible that

guides all your decisions as you expand your iconic property. You can use this guide to expand



your franchise into new segments and channels. And then you can drive awareness further

through your marketing and promotion. Chapter 5 explains this in more detail.These three

steps create distinction, relevance, and recognition, which form the core of an Iconic

Advantage strategy.Capabilities and Management Systems RequiredAs you now know, an

Iconic Advantage strategy embraces every area of the business. So the capabilities that are

required to make it succeed are pretty wide-ranging. It requires empowering leaders with the

responsibilities, resources, and tools to deliver the strategy. Without accountability, clear goals,

and deliverables, it’s hard for people to know if they’re succeeding.In the same way that you

can’t expect the same recipe to produce a different meal, you need to develop different

processes and structures to create Iconic Advantage. The capabilities and management

systems required are covered in Chapters 6 to 8.More than Just a TheoryIconic Advantage

isn’t just academic theory. It’s a practical strategy that businesses in every sector can use to

generate long-term sustainable profit and growth.Much of the thinking comes from the

experience of the authors, who bring their different perspectives to the topic.Soon has over

twenty years’ experience in strategy, innovation, design, and branding, working for household

names as well as starting up his own businesses. Throughout his career he’s always been

fascinated with what makes some companies more successful than others at creating a

meaningful and lasting impact. That led to his leading a study of over 50 companies to unearth

the reasons why some brands don’t just stand the test of time but, also reach iconic status. It’s

the findings of that study—and the thinking it prompted—that led to this book.Dave came on

board as a collaborator and case writer to add meaningful stories and research to illustrate the

thinking. He also brought twenty years of advertising experience, from every area of the

marketing mix, along with scientific geekiness and a healthy dose of Scottish contrariness.As

part of the writing journey, we’ve worked together to apply Iconic Advantage thinking to the

needs of actual clients. Because nothing tests a theory like real-world application.The Iconic

Advantage approach comes from a distillation of the strategies of some of the world’s most

successful organizations. Brands like Nike, BMW, In-N-Out Burger, Disney, and even the

Catholic Church have benefited from this approach. And in this book, you’ll find stories of how

they’ve used an Iconic Advantage strategy to rise above their market and continue to grow year

after year.This book doesn’t just explain what Iconic Advantage is—it explains how you can

use it to transform your own organization. You’ll find frameworks and methodologies—and even

some downloadable worksheets that will help to direct your thinking.This is about doing, not

just talking.If you’re looking for more reasons to embrace Iconic Advantage, you’ll find plenty of

them in the next chapter. And let’s begin by taking a look at the business case for Iconic

Advantage.

These companies didn’t stumble across their Iconic Advantage by accident. It was a conscious

strategic decision. We’ll show you how any business can take advantage of it, whether you are

a Fortune 500 or a venture capital-backed startup. And regardless of whether you’re selling

products or services.Best of all, a lot of businesses already have the ingredients they need

right under their noses. They’ve got products with existing audiences, a distribution network,

and retail outlets. Or they’ve got services with an existing user base and presence in the

market. Iconic Advantage helps them unlock additional value that leads to increased profit and

sustained growth.You can also use the principles to guide you in creating new iconic properties

that have a much higher chance of success.It’s important to note that Iconic Advantage isn’t an

instant fix. It’s a cumulative effect that gains power over time—much in the same way as Jimi

Hendrix wasn’t a guitar legend when he first picked up a guitar. It took time and effort to get



there. This book is all about putting you on the right path and giving you the best chance of

success.What Iconic Advantage Isn’tIconic Advantage isn’t just branding or design. These play

an important role in bringing Iconic Advantage to life, but this is a strategy that runs deeper

than aesthetics.Likewise, it’s not an advertising or marketing strategy. Of course, marketing

plays a role in communicating with the audience, but in many ways, Iconic Advantage is about

baking the desirability into the product or service rather than expecting a bunch of posters and

TV ads to convince your audience to part with their cash.Iconic Advantage isn’t research and

development (R&D). Again, it embraces elements of R&D, but it’s more about focusing your

efforts on creating benefits that resonate with the audience. It puts the audience before the

product and emotional benefits before rational features.Rather than being a strategy that’s

embraced by just one part of an organization, an Iconic Advantage strategy involves every

area of the company. It needs to influence marketing, branding, design, finance, mergers and

acquisitions, R&D, merchandising, sales, innovation, and organizational structure. Each of

these disciplines needs to consider how it will implement the strategy. It’s not something that

happens by chance. It’s a conscious decision that involves the entire organization, from the

management team to the interns.A Simple Approach to StrategyDon’t let the word “strategy”

put you off. Strategy has become overcomplicated in recent years. It’s seen as the preserve of

geniuses with a superhuman ability to spot opportunities no other mortal can see. But it’s a lot

simpler than most people believe.Strategy is nothing more than principles that guide a series of

decisions. Roger L. Martin and A. G. Lafley describe a clear framework for effective strategy in

their book Playing to Win. It follows a series of choices that can lead you from high-level

aspirations to implementation within your business.10 Here’s how Iconic Advantage fits into

that framework.Iconic Advantage StrategyGoals and AspirationsIconic franchises tend to be

significantly more profitable than standard ones. They’re also far more resilient in the face of

market fluctuations. But you can’t create an iconic property overnight. Iconic Advantage is a

compound effect that you earn after a period of deliberate and sustained commitment. The

effect is stronger over time. So the only way to start is to choose to become iconic. An Iconic

Advantage strategy is for companies that want to establish market leadership by becoming the

standard-bearer in their market.Where to PlayThis is all about focusing your efforts in the right

places. It means instead of just chasing shiny new objects, you focus on innovating the old—

where your existing strengths lie. Iconic Advantage involves overindexing your efforts on your

iconic properties. On the flip side, it also means that you reduce your focus on properties with

low iconic potential, or even divest them so that you can concentrate your efforts on the

properties with the best chance of success. You need to put your energy and resources in the

right place.This sentiment, which is covered in Chapter 2, can be summed up by the advice

that Steve Jobs gave to Mark Parker, the CEO of Nike:“Nike makes some of the best products

in the world. Products that you lust after. But you also make a lot of crap. Just get rid of the

crappy stuff and focus on the good stuff.”11How to WinTo create something iconic, you need to

stand out from the competition. And this is the soul of your Iconic Advantage. Our goal is to

supercharge the three qualities that make a product iconic: distinction, relevance, and universal

recognition. We’re going to be picking each of these apart and explaining how to tackle them in

more detail. This will help you create a property that’s different from your competitors’, that

connects on a deeper level with your audience, and that opens up growth opportunities for your

business.The three steps are as follows:Create Noticing PowerIt’s impossible to stand out by

being the same. Yet, most markets end up filled with generic products with a similar list of

features. You need to make your offering distinctive. You need to stand out. The best iconic

products look markedly different from the other products on the shelf. Their difference is



appealing and meaningful, rather than just being different for the sake of it. Once you’ve stood

out and gotten people’s attention, you’ve increased the chances that your audience will also

notice your advertising, promotions, merchandising, partnerships, and other activities. You’ll

learn how to do this in Chapter 3.Develop Staying PowerYou can’t build an iconic brand without

developing a deeper connection with your audience. You need to make it relevant so it sticks

around. The best kind of iconic brand has a story to it. This can be the heritage of the brand. Or

standing for something radically different from the rest of the market. Or the breakthrough

science that delivers a meaningful benefit. This is what gives the brand a deeper connection

with the audience that you could never achieve with mere aesthetics. This is covered in

Chapter 4.Build Scaling PowerOnce you’ve got the first two principles in place, you need to

give your iconic property as much presence as possible to become universally recognized. To

do this, you start with a strongly defined Iconic Brand Language. This becomes the bible that

guides all your decisions as you expand your iconic property. You can use this guide to expand

your franchise into new segments and channels. And then you can drive awareness further

through your marketing and promotion. Chapter 5 explains this in more detail.These three

steps create distinction, relevance, and recognition, which form the core of an Iconic

Advantage strategy.Capabilities and Management Systems RequiredAs you now know, an

Iconic Advantage strategy embraces every area of the business. So the capabilities that are

required to make it succeed are pretty wide-ranging. It requires empowering leaders with the

responsibilities, resources, and tools to deliver the strategy. Without accountability, clear goals,

and deliverables, it’s hard for people to know if they’re succeeding.In the same way that you

can’t expect the same recipe to produce a different meal, you need to develop different

processes and structures to create Iconic Advantage. The capabilities and management

systems required are covered in Chapters 6 to 8.More than Just a TheoryIconic Advantage

isn’t just academic theory. It’s a practical strategy that businesses in every sector can use to

generate long-term sustainable profit and growth.Much of the thinking comes from the

experience of the authors, who bring their different perspectives to the topic.Soon has over

twenty years’ experience in strategy, innovation, design, and branding, working for household

names as well as starting up his own businesses. Throughout his career he’s always been

fascinated with what makes some companies more successful than others at creating a

meaningful and lasting impact. That led to his leading a study of over 50 companies to unearth

the reasons why some brands don’t just stand the test of time but, also reach iconic status. It’s

the findings of that study—and the thinking it prompted—that led to this book.Dave came on

board as a collaborator and case writer to add meaningful stories and research to illustrate the

thinking. He also brought twenty years of advertising experience, from every area of the

marketing mix, along with scientific geekiness and a healthy dose of Scottish contrariness.As

part of the writing journey, we’ve worked together to apply Iconic Advantage thinking to the

needs of actual clients. Because nothing tests a theory like real-world application.The Iconic

Advantage approach comes from a distillation of the strategies of some of the world’s most

successful organizations. Brands like Nike, BMW, In-N-Out Burger, Disney, and even the

Catholic Church have benefited from this approach. And in this book, you’ll find stories of how

they’ve used an Iconic Advantage strategy to rise above their market and continue to grow year

after year.This book doesn’t just explain what Iconic Advantage is—it explains how you can

use it to transform your own organization. You’ll find frameworks and methodologies—and even

some downloadable worksheets that will help to direct your thinking.This is about doing, not

just talking.If you’re looking for more reasons to embrace Iconic Advantage, you’ll find plenty of

them in the next chapter. And let’s begin by taking a look at the business case for Iconic



Advantage.

CHAPTER 2The Case for Iconic Advantage®In 2015, China’s ride-sharing market was a pretty

hostile and competitive environment. It was dominated by DiDi, the Beijing-based market

leader, and was seeing rapid growth from Uber, the Silicon Valley darling. The market had

become so competitive that over half of the trial rides were being offered free. Most businesses

wouldn’t have seen an opportunity, especially entering the market as the fifth competitor.But

upstart Ucar wasn’t like most businesses. It’s run by Charles Zhengyao Lu, a business

maverick with a reputation for building iconic automotive empires. He knew the company

needed to offer something different if it was to have a chance of succeeding. So Ucar

collaborated with Continuum, a global innovation design agency, to dig deeper into the market

and identify unmet customer needs.The Continuum team spent time with atypical riders to try

to tease out gaps and opportunities in the current service. This process identified growing

concerns about reliability and passenger safety. The rapid growth in the market meant that the

big companies were having difficulty controlling the quality of drivers and vehicles. The same

app could provide a shiny black limo with a suited driver one day and a dirty pickup truck with a

disheveled driver wearing flip-flops the next. If Ucar could remove this pain point, it would have

a distinctive benefit for the growing Chinese market.It also had a strength it wanted to leverage.

Ucar was built on the foundation of a successful car rental business, which meant it already

had a fleet of vehicles and an existing team to keep them in the best condition. It wanted to

innovate on this existing infrastructure for its new venture. So it used these insights and

resources to develop a service with some outstanding signature elements that communicate

the key points of difference.Ucar offers consistently high-quality cars that are clean and black,

with Wi-Fi, chargers, and water for the passengers. The drivers arrive smartly outfitted with

ties, coats, and white gloves. They have a specific way of greeting their passengers, opening

the door for them like a high-class chauffeur. There’s nothing standard about this service.The

company also created signatures that helped embody safety and reliability. The drivers are fully

salaried and constantly monitored to make sure they keep to speed limits and deliver reliable,

safe experiences. And being on the payroll means they can concentrate on the customer

experience rather than maximizing the number of rides they can squeeze into an 18-hour

shift.1Ucar is completely focused on reliability, safety, and trust. This has allowed it to create

meaningful Noticing Power and lasting Staying Power. It has chosen to deliver an outstanding

service experience to a smaller market. And that allows it to make more money for fewer

rides.It has gone even further for the very niche market of mothers-to-be. If a pregnant woman

orders a Ucar, she’ll get one of its highest-quality cars with a driver who has at least three

years’ experience plus a knowledge of basic medical treatments for pregnant women. On top of

that, the cars are fitted with additional air purifiers, are kept at a constant 22 degrees Celsius

(about 71 degrees Fahrenheit), and don’t go faster than 60 kilometers per hour (about 37 miles

per hour). The drivers even play baby music for the little passenger-to-be.Ucar and Continuum

started with the intention of creating an iconic brand. And they did it brilliantly by creating

Noticing Power and Staying Power from the get-go. Ucar has successfully become the

standard-bearer for safety and reliability in China’s ride-sharing market.This has paid off

massively. In the last two years, it has doubled the number of cities it serves, quadrupled the

number of drivers, and increased its average fare per ride by 50 percent. On top of that, it

consistently scores the highest in customer satisfaction and retention versus any of its

competitors.Few companies can teach you how to pick up customers better than Ucar can.If

you need any more convincing about the power of Iconic Advantage®, read on. We’ll be



looking at it from financial, organizational, theoretical, psychological, and sociological points of

view. We’ll look at the benefits you can hope to achieve with an Iconic Advantage strategy. And

we’ll explain what it is that can affect the success of Iconic Advantage in your organization.
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Science of Creating Magic in Brands, Business, and Life, The Seven Figure Agency Roadmap:
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Customers Get It, Buy It, Love It, Unlocking the Customer Value Chain: How Decoupling Drives

Consumer Disruption, Building a StoryBrand: Clarify Your Message So Customers Will Listen,

Marketing Made Simple: A Step-by-Step StoryBrand Guide for Any Business, Business Made

Simple: 60 Days to Master Leadership, Sales, Marketing, Execution, Management, Personal

Productivity and More, Social Media Success for Every Brand: The Five StoryBrand Pillars

That Turn Posts Into Profits, The 1-Page Marketing Plan: Get New Customers, Make More
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System For More Sales, to More Customers, More Often, Hero on a Mission: A Path to a

Meaningful Life, $100M Offers: How To Make Offers So Good People Feel Stupid Saying No

Swaz, “Patents and Trade Secrets can only take you so far - an Iconic Advantage, especially in

combination, takes you the distance!. All who are involved in trying to create the long term

success and health of their organization should read and incorporate the key concepts that the

author demonstrates and outlines in this book. I have spent my entire career on the

technology and product innovation side of the house and it is falsely believed that when you

create a product or technology that goes into multiple products that is well received in the

market and it is covered by a patent(s) or trade secrets that it is the key to having long-term

success that is defensible. Unfortunately, that is not the case. No matter how hard you try,

once you show the world that you have created something of value in the market place, the

world figures out ways to replicated it and patent's or trade secrets only slow them down

some. But when you can combine this with a lasting emotional connection to the product via a

brand you have a powerful potentially long lasting advantage. Too often companies latch on to

one band wagon or the other, rather than focusing on the combination. The author

reinvigorated my believe that when you create an emotional connection you want to do

everything you can to maintain and grow that connection not try to discard or go after the next

one, especially since it is not easy to do. I know that many in the marketing community have

commented very positively on this book, and they should, but I would say and will challenge all

those in the technology and product development community to read and share this book so

they can understand the power of the emotional connection and push to truly engage in a

collaborative effort with the marketing community to incorporate the principles in this book into

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/lRVzR/Iconic-Advantage-R-Dont-Chase-the-New-Innovate-the-Old


their overall innovation and growth strategy. Doing so creates a long-lasting competitive

advantage. Thank you for putting all of this in a way that was easy, even for a techno guy like

me to understand and appreciate.”

Antony Steele, “Excellent Book on Revitalizing Branding Strategy and Execution.. This is a very

well written and informative work on revitalizing and staying on course with successful

Branding strategy. I love that the author never loses the focus on the CONSUMER, or gets lost

in hypothetical mumbo-jumbo. I found this work to be practical, insightful, and a very easy read

filled with real life examples of how real companies succeed in brand evolution while gaining

consumer awareness. Of course there are many examples of Companies that get it wrong as

well. There is also a lot of down to earth common sense narrative that lets you know that the

author has spent a lot of time in "The Real World", This is one of the better books I have read

on Branding strategy, and one to recommend to others. Excellent!”

Ann K, “A MUST-READ for Start-up Business / Full of Actionable Insights & Tips. "Innovate the

Old..." this is such a simple statement but very profound for founders, marketers, developers

and investors alike... I wish I had this nugget of knowledge years ago when I first started my

first company. Surely, I would have done things differently and wouldn't waste time always

innovating with the next new, new, new... Imagine all the possibilities that you can do with your

cash cow product or service. I'm taking the tips from this book straight to the creation of two

new ventures...and this time, I'm going to be a lot smarter about how I spend money

developing new products/services and how to market them! Super useful tips for start-up

founders especially!”

Christian, “Excellent. Worthwhile.. Yu discusses the key traits that the most iconic brands/

companies possessed in order to become this worldwide iconic symbol. Highly recommend

this book as it goes straight to the point with relevant information if you are trying to stand out

in life, work or the business world. What is your Iconic Advantage!”

Phil, “Great read ... great guide. I really appreciate the practical sort of no-nonsense approach

to developing a successful brand the author takes. End of the day he's come to understand

and is suggesting to us that those incredibly successful brands we all look up to have some

things in common ... simple things we can all look at, point to and learn from. Big lesson for me

is that it's all about continually differentiating our brand from its competitors while staying

relevant to our users over time. Deep in the book, he mentions, "the only place of value a

brand exists is in the minds of your audience". How powerful is that simple little statement!

There's a lot to learn in this little book.  Nice work Mr. Soon Yu.”

Anand Muralidaran, “A breezy good read.... Loved the write-up and the practical way this book

guides brands that either have lost their way and iconic status or are finding ways to create its

own niche and get iconic. The examples quoted are delved in a lot of detail and broken down

by the approach to make the readers correlate to their business scenarios and context.With

digital transformation and devices led channel explosion complicating the life of a CMO/Brand

leader to ensure they give a consistetnt brand feel and experience to its consumers whenever,

wherever and however they engage, this book gives ample meat to chew on and think through

their individual and iconic attributes that differentiate them in an iconic way.Highly recommend

this book as a fellow consumer, commerce, digital marketing industry observer, enthusiast and

learner-for-life...”



Rocco Li, “If I was ever gonna teach a brand building class, this book would be the top of my

reading list!. I don't usually read books, there is just something in me that resists the idea of

sitting there flipping through tons of pages in order to learn something, I am more of a visual

person, I like information with graphic or bite-sited so I can absorb them in a faster rate.So if a

book can grab me all the way from start to finish, AND inspires me every step of the way, then

it must deserve praise in my book.I don't want to spoil anything from the book by stating them

here, but if you are looking to gain insights on how to create a brand identity that's unique to

your brand's strength and story, then look no further than this book.”

B. M. Sa, “Useful for work but also for personal branding as well!. This is a really good book.

I've started a trend to read two books a month and this one is definitely a good one to pick up.

It's very useful in understanding how the branding industry works but it's also a great tool for

personal branding as well. It's one of the books that you can read every year walk away with

new revelations.  Get the book!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent.. The only way to keep premium brands relevant and believable

and growing revenue and profits.. Excellent.”

The book by Soon Yu has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 74 people have provided feedback.
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